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Introduction 
Let B be a commutative ring with an involution o" and let A be the subring of B 
consisting of all elements fixed by tr. We assume that B/A is Galois in the sense of 
[2] and that 2 is invertible in B. Let A = B[j] be the ring generated by B and an 
element j with the relations j2 = _ 1 and j- b = tr(b)j for all b E B. The ring A can 
be thought of as a generalised quaternion algebra over A. The aim of this paper is 
to relate the structure of certain projective modules over A to the structure of 
invertible 2 x 2 hermitian matrices over B. 
In Section 1, we exhibit (Proposition 1.1) an isomorphism tk :B®AA--~ M2(B) 
and through this isomorphism regard any B ®~ A -module as an M2(B)-module. Let 
P~(A ) denote the set of isomorphism classes of projective A-modules P such that 
B ®AP is free of rank 1 over Me(B). We show (Theorem 1.2) that P~(A) is in 
bijection with the set X of classes of certain invertible 2 x 2 matrices over B under 
a suitable equivalence. The determinant map GL2(B)---> U(B) induces a map 
det : ~'---* H~(G, U(B)), where G is the group {1, or}. The set H~(G, U(B)) can be 
interpreted as the set of isomorphism classes of projective A -modules, which, when 
tensored with B over A, become free of rank 1 over B. If P is a projective 
A-module, with [P] E P~(A) and if [a] E .~ is the element corresponding to [e] 
under the bijection described above, we show in Section 2 (Theorem 2.2) that there 
is a canonical A-l inear involution on A~P and that the submodule of fixed points 
of this involution corresponds to the class of det t~ in HI(G, U(B)). 
In Section 3, we relate X (and hence also P~(A )) to a more familiar class, namely 
the class of invertible 2 x 2 hermitian matrices over B. Let ~(1) denote the set of 
equivalence classes of matrices t~ E G~(B)  with a = ~' and dett~ = 1, the 
equivalence being a - /3  if and only if there exist A E U(A), u ~ GL2(B) with 
/3 = At~'au. We show (Theorem 3.3), for instance, that if H~(G, U(B)) = (1), then 
P~(A) is in bijection with ~'(1), thus generalising [3, Corollary 2.2]. 
In Section 4 we show (Proposition 4.1) that if B has an Euclidean function which 
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in some sense is compatible with the involution, then any 2 x 2 hermitian matrix of 
determinant 1 over B is equivalent to the identity matrix. This result has an obvious 
interpretation i terms of P'(A). 
In Section 5, we give some examples, by specialising A to an algebra of 
dimension 1 over a real field R, B = (R~/----1)®RA and A = H®RA, where H is 
the algebra of quaternions over R. We give for instance an amusing proof 
(Proposition 5.3) to show that II-I[X, Y]/(X2+ y2_ 1) is a left principal ideal ring. 
In Section 6, we show (Proposition 6.1) that for a class of affine algebras A of 
dimension 2 over ~, 114 ®~A admits of non-free projective ideals. 
Throughout his paper, by a ring, we mean a ring with 1 and by a module, we 
mean a unitary, left module. 
1. A classification of projective modules over B [j] 
Let B be a commutative ring with an involution tr and let A be the subring of B 
consisting of all elements fixed by o. For any b ~ B, we denote by /~ the element 
o-(b). We assume that 2 is invertible in B. Let A = B [j] be the ring generated by B 
and an element j with the relations bj = j/7 for b E B and j2 = _ 1. We have an 
A-algebra monomorphism A-->M2(B) given by a + bj ~ (-~),  which extends to a 
B-algebra homomorphism ~p : B ®~A --> M2(B) given by c ®(a + bj) ~ c (-2 ~). 
Proposition 1.1. The map dp : B ®A A --> M2(B) defined above is an isomorphism, if 
and only if B /A is Galois. 
Proof. Let B/A be Galois. Then, in view of [2, p. 18, Theorem 1.3], there exist 
elements c,,a~ E B such that ~,c,a, = 1 and ~c,ti, =0. Let e = ~c ,®(a , -  ~i,)E 
B®AA. Clearly, e 2= 1 and ~b(e)= (~ _o). Let t :M2(B)-->B®,~A be defined by 
t(~)=½®[(A +t~)+( /z -  ~) j ]+e .½@[(A-t~)+(/.t + ~)j]. Obviously, we have 
~b o t = id. On the other hand, 
( Aa Ab) = ½®(A + )~)(a + bj)+ e -½®(A - )~)(a + bj) to&(A@(a+bj ) )=t  _Ab At~ 
+ 
- 2 ®(a + bj)+ ½ ~ c,®(a,- ~,)(A - ,~)(a + bj) 
i 
_ + 
- 2 ®(a + bj)+ ½ ~ c~(a,- ~,)(A - A)®(a + bj) 
i 
= (A + '~)®(a + bj)+ (A - A)®(a + bj) 
2 2 
=A®(a+bj ) ,  
which shows that th is an isomorphism. Suppose conversely that 4~ is an isomor- 
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phism. Let h~,a,,b, E B be such that d~(~,,A,®(ai+b,j))=(A°), i.e. EX,a, = 1, 
~La,, = 0. By [2, p. 18, Theorem 1.3], it follows that B/A  is Galois. 
From now on, we assume that B/A  is Galois. If M is any A-module, we regard 
B ®AM as a module over M2(B) through ~b-'. Our aim is to classify the set P~(A ) of 
isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective A-modules, which, when 
tensored with B, become free of rank 1 over M2(B). 
The involution o- acts as o-®l on B®AA and entrywise on Mz(B). Then the map 
f(o-) = o- o 4' o o-® 1 o ~)-1 .  M2(B)-"> M2(B) is computed to be Int a where a = (o -~). 
Let P be a projective A-module such that B ®,,P is free of rank 1 over M2(B) and 
let tp" B ®AP----> M2(B) be a Ob-semilinear isomorphism. Let T(o-) = 
o "-1° 0 ° o-®l o 0-1. The map T(o)  is additive and semilinear with respect o f(o-), 
so that, if T(o-)(1) = ap, T(o-)(x) = axa-~olj, for any x ~ GL2(B). Since o "2 = 1 we 
have, a&pa -~= o~, 1, where bar denotes the entrywise action of o" on M2(B). If 
$"B®,~P----> M2(B) is another 4,-semilinear isomorphism and a~, is defined as 
above with respect to 0', then a~,= au-la-~otp~, where u = ~'~-1(1)E GL2(B). 
Let X = {a E GL2(B) I a&a-1 = a-l}. We define an equivalence relation on X by 
setting a ~ ~ < > 3u E GL2(B) such that /3 = au-'a-laa. We denote by X the 
quotient set of X. We have a map O "PI(A)--* X given by [P]---* [ap]. 
Theorem 1.2. If B /A is Galois, then the map 0 is a bijection. 
We do not give the proof of this theorem here. We only remark that the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 of [4] can be suitably modified to yield a proof of the above theorem. 
2. An interpretation of the determinant map 
Let G = G(B/A)  denote the group {1, o}. Then G operates on the group U(B) 
of units of B. Let Hi(G, U(B)) denote the first cohomology group of G with 
coefficients in U(B). We recall that H'(G, U(B)) is the quotient of the set 
{A E U(B) IA~= 1} modulo the equivalence defined by A - A '< > ::l/z U U(B) 
such that h.'= gp.-13.. The set Hi(G, U(B)) admits of the following interpretation: 
Let P be a projective A-module such that B ®AP is free of rank 1 over B. Let 
0 : B ®A P _z, B be an isomorphism of B-modules. The map o- o O o or @ 1 ~ 0-1 is a 
B-l inear automorphism of B and is hence given by multiplication by the unit 
Ap = o- o O o o-@ 1 o 0-1(1). We have Ap)~e = 1. Changing P in its isomorphism class 
amounts to replacing h~, by/2./z-lap for some/z E U(B). We therefore have a map 
to : P'(B /A )---> H1(G, U(B)), where PI(B/A) is the set of isomorphism classes of 
A-modules P such that B®AP is free of rank 1 over B. We have the following 
well-known 
Proposition 2.1. Let B /A  be Galois. Then the map ~o • P ' (B /A  )--* Hi(G, U(B)) is 
a bi]ection. 
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The determinant map det 'GL2(B) - -~U(B)  induces a map det ' .~-+ 
H'(G, U(B)). There is, then, a unique map A - P'(A )----~ P (B /A  ) which makes the 
diagram 
P'(A) 
n f 
j e t  
,P ' (B/A)  
I 
Is ° 
,H ' (G ,U(B) )  
commutative. This section is devoted to giving an explicit description of the map zl. 
In what follows, in view of the inclusion B ~ B [j] = A, we regard any A -module 
as a B-module.  We also identify A as a B-module with B 2 through the choice of 
(1,j) as a basis of A over B. 
Theorem 2.2. Let P be a projective A-module such that B ®a P is free of rank 1 over 
B®AA. Then there is an A-l inear involution r on A~P. If  Po is the A-submodule of 
A~P consisting of the fixed points of r, then [P0] E P' (B/A ) and A ( [e l )= [Po]. 
Proof. Let ~b:B®AP--+B®AA be an isomorphism of B®aA-modules .  Then 
4, o ~b : B ®a P -~ M2(B ) is a 4,-semilinear isomorphism. Let a = 
o- o 4, o ~b o (r® 1 o ~b -lo 4,-1(1). Then .O([P]) = [a]. It is easily seen that t(tr) = 
tr® 1 o ~b o tr® 1 o ~b -1 is a B ®AA -linear automorphism of B ®AA and hence is also a 
B®aB- l inear  automorphism of B®AA.  We compute the matrix of t(tr) with 
respect to the basis 1®1, l®j  of B®AA over  B®aB. We have 
t(tr)(1®l)  = tr®104,- '04,  o 0 oo.®1 o4,-' o4,-'(1 )
= 4,-' oInt a otr o 4, o 0 o t r®l  o(4, o ¢)-'(1), 
(using the fact that o 'o4 ,oo®1o4,  -I = in t  a and that o- commutes with int a)  
= 4 , - ' (aaa- ' )  
= - l®j  • 4 , - ' (a) .  l®j .  
Let 4 , - ' (a)  = l®(a ,+ a=j)+ e • l®(b,  + b2j) with a~, bi EB .  Then 
t (o')(1 ® 1) = (1 ®a, -  e .  1 ®/7,)(1 ® 1) + (1 ®&-  e .  1 ®/~)(1 ®j). 
Since t(o') is B ®A -linear, we have, 
t(cr)(1 ®j) = (1 ®a, + e .  1 ® b,)(1 ®j ) -  (1 ®a2 + e .  1 ® b2)(1 ® 1). 
We have the string of B®AB isomorphisms: 
B®A A~P - 2 ) A~®~B(B®AP) ~ AB®ABB®aA --Z-">B®AB, 
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where ~ is canonical and h is obtained through the identification of A with B z. 
Thus the B-module A~P, when tensored with B, becomes free of rank 1 over 
B®,~B. Let 0 = h o AZg/otz. We compute the 'cocycle' s(tr) = o'®1o 0 oo"®1o 0 -1. 
We first note that txocr®lotz- ' (rn~^m2)=tr®l(rnL)^tr®l(rn2 ) and 
h-Ioo'®loh(m3Am4)=o'®l(m3)Ao'®l(m4), for m~,m2EB®AP, m3, m4E 
B®AA. We also have h o A2t(o-)oh-~(1)= det t(o-). 
Using these remarks, we have, 
s (o-)(1 ® 1) = det (t (tr)) 
= 1 ®(a~i~ - b,/71 + a2a2- b2/72) + e .  1 ®(a~bl-  al/~, + ~i2b2- a2/~2) 
= (a ,a , -  b~b, + a252- b2G2 + 5~b~- arG, + 52b2- a2b2)® 1. 
It can be easily checked that the diagram 
4, 
B ®,~ A "- M: (B)  
(1) n [~det 
4,/B 
)B  B = B®AA 
is commutative, where 
n{1 ®(c~ + c2j)+ e (1 ®(d, + d2j))} 
= (c1(1- did1 + c232- d2d2+ ~1d1- cldl + 32d2- c2d2)® 1. 
We therefore have, n(~b-l(a)) = deta®l  for any a C M2(B) and 
s(o-)(l®l) = det a ®1. 
We now proceed to define the A-l inear involution r on A g P. The involution 
1 ® tr on B ®a B can be transported, through the isomorphism O to the involution 
0-~o1®0-o0 on B®AA~P. We have, l®o-os(o- ) ( l®l )=s(o- ) ( l®l ) ,  so that 
0"®1o(0-101®0-o0)=(0-1o1®0"o0)o0"®1. Thus there exists an A-l inear in- 
volution r on A~P such that the diagram 
(2) 
0 
B®,~A~P ) B®AB 
l®r I 11® tr 
o 
BNI, A~P ) B®AB 
is commutative. We now show that the involution r is independent of the choice of 
the isomorphism ~. Let ~"  B ®A P ~ B ®AA be another B ®AA isomorphism and 
O" B ®A A ~ P ~ B ®A B the corresponding B ®A B isomorphism. Then g/'o ~-1 is a 
B ®A A-linear automorphism of B ®AA and hence is given by right multiplication 
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R,, where u = q,'qJ-'(1). It is verified that 0'00 -1 is the B@AB-l inear automor- 
phism of B ®AB given by multiplication by n(u),  where the map n is defined in (1). 
By the very definition of n, ( l@cr) (n(u) )= n(u)so  that 
(0 -1 o 1 @tro  0 )0(0  '-1 o 1 ®tr  o 0') = O-l o l ®o-o R,~,)o l®cr o O ' 
O-l o R ,~,) o O ' 
R,~,) o O-l o O ' 
Id. 
Hence the involution ~" is independent of ~b. 
Let Po = {x ~ A~P I r(x) = x}. Then Po is clearly an A-module and in view of the 
commutative diagram (2), we have an isomorphism O:B®APo--->B®AA = B, so 
that [Po] E PI(B/A ). We have, cr ® 1 o 0 ocr ® 1 o 0-1(1) = det c~ so that A ([P]) = [P0]. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. A c lass i f icat ion of  hermi t ian  matr i ces  
In this section, we relate )( (and hence P'(A)) to the class of invertible 2 × 2 
hermitian matrices over B. 
Let ~" = {a ~ GL2(B)[c~ = c~'}. We define an equivalence relation -1 on ~ by 
setting a -~/3  -- -- qu E GL2(B) with det u ~ U(A)  such that /3 = (det u)-'f~'au. 
Let ~ '  denote the quotient set. For a E ~, det a E U(A  ) and the map ~"---> U(A)  
given by a ~ det a induces a map ~1..._> U(A) .  Let ~1(1) denote the fibre of this 
map at 1. 
Let X(1) denote the fibre at [1] in H~(G, U(B) )  of the map X det ) H1(G ' U(B) )  
described in Section 2. Let [c~] E)~(1) with a E X as a representative. Since 
[detc~]=[1] in H~(G,U(B) ) ,  deta=/~-~/2 for some I~EU(B) .  Let /3= 
au- 'a - la£  where u = (~ %). Then /3 -a  in X and det/3 = 1 so that in each 
equivalence class of )f(1), there is a representative of determinant 1. We now 
state the following easily verified matrix identity. For any x E GL2(B), 
(3) ax- la  -1= (det x)- 'x ' .  
For any a E GL2(B) with deta = 1, in view of (3), a&a -1 = a -1 < ?_- Et = a'. Also, 
for a,/3 ~ GL2(B), with deta = det/3 = 1 and u E GL2(B),/3 = au- la - la~ < >. 
~=(detu) - lu 'aa .  We also note that /3=au- 'a - laa ,  deta=det /3=l  2- 
det u ~ U(A) .  We therefore have the following 
Proposition 3.1. The map k • X(1)---> ~:'(I) defined by sending [a] E ,,~(I) with a 
representative ot of determinant 1 to the class of ot in ~'(I) is a bijection. 
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We shall now define two more equivalence relations on ~ as follows: 1) 
a~2/3 -Z > ::lu E GLf fB)  with detu E U(A)  and )t E U(A)  such that/3 = Aa'au. 
2) a ~/3 <:=> : IuGLf fB)  and A E U(A) such that /3 = Aa'ceu. Let ~ and ~e 
denote the corresponding quotient sets. The map det: ~- - *  U(A)  induces maps 
det:~:----~ U(A) /U(A)  2 and det:~---* U(A) /N(U(B) )  where N:B--->A is 
the map b ~ b/~ Let ~z(1) and ~(1)  denote the fibres at [1] of the determinant 
maps. The identity map ~---> ~ induces surjections ~---> ~(e2---> ~. We also have the 
canonical maps U(A)--->U(A)/U(A)2--->U(A)/N(U(B)) and the following 
diagram is commutative 
~ ' (1 )  
171 
; ~1 , U(A)  
.l t 
, ~2 , U(A)/U(A)2 
I t  
> ~ > U(A)/N(U(B)) .  
Proposition 3.2. 1) Let the map H~(G, U(A ))---> H~(G, U(B)) be trivial. Then ~71 is 
a bijection. 2) Let H~(G, U(B))= (1). Then r12 is a bijection. 
Proof. 1) We need only show that rh is injective. Let a,/3 ~ ~ with deta  = 
det/3 = 1 and a -2 /3 .  Let u E GI_~(B) with det u = ~, E U(A)  and A E U(A)  such 
that /3 =)t  • a 'au .  Taking determinants, we have, (A~,) 2= 1. Since 
H'(G, U(A))-->H~(G,U(B)) is trivial, there exists /1. ~ U(B) such that Av= 
/~-1/2. Let u' =/~u. Then fl = (det u')-~, a 'au'  and det u'  = A-1~/2 E U(A). Hence 
- ~/3 and 7/~ is injective. 
2) We first show that in each equivalence class of ~e2(1) there is a representative 
a E ~ with det a = 1. Let [a]  E ~'2(1) with a E ~ as a representative and let 
deta  =/x 2 with ~ E U(A). Then ct - 2t2'au where u = (g o_,) and det(tT'au) = 1. 
Let a , /3E~ with detct =det /3  = 1 and a - /3 .  Let A~ U(A), u ~GL2(B)be  
such that /3 = Aa'au. Comparing the determinants, we get, (Av)(Av)= 1 where 
v = det u. Since H~(G, U(B))= (1), there exists /x ~ U(B) such that A~ =/z-l/~. 
Let u' = I~ • u. Then/3 = A (/.~/2) -~- u" au' and det u' = A-~I~ E U(A ). Thus a~2/3 
and r/2 is injective. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 3.2, we have, 
Theorem 3.3. 1) Let the map det " X---> HI(G, U(B)) be trivial. Then P~(A) is in 
bi]ection with ~1(1). Further, if the map H'(G, U(A ))---> H~(G, U(B )) is also trivial 
then P~(A) is in bi]ection with the set of classes of 2 × 2 hermitian matrices of 
determinant 1 over B under the equivalence a ~ /3 --_ ~- 3A E U(A ) and u E 
GI.a(B) with det u E U(A)  such that/3 = ;ta'au. 2) Let H~(G, U(B)) be trivial. 
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Then P'(A ) is in bijection with the set of classes of 2 x 2 hermitian matrices t~ of 
determinant 1 over B under the equivalence a ~ [3 < > 3)t E U(A ), u E GL2(B) 
such that [3 = Afi'o~u. 
Remark. We observe that the condition that the map H~(G,U(A) ) -+ 
HI(G, U(B)) is trivial, implies in particular, that there exists e E U(B) such that 
- 1 = e-'g, i.e. g -- - e. Then clearly B = A[e] is free over A with {1, e} as a basis. 
If A is a domain, then the condition that the map H~(G, U(A))--> H~(G, U(B)) is 
trivial is equivalent o the condition that B =A[e]  for some e E U(B) with 
e= -E.  
4. Hermitian matrices over Euclidean rings 
In Section 3 we related the set of isomorphism classes W(A) to the set of 
equivalence classes of 2 x 2 hermitian matrices over B. In this section, we prove that 
under certain conditions on B, all 2 x 2 hermitian matrices of fixed determinant are 
equivalent. 
Proposition 4.1. Let B be a domain. Let 8 : B - (0)--> 7- + be a map satisfying the 
following conditions: 
1) 8(b, b2)= 8(b l )+ 8(b=). 
2) For bl, b2 ~ B with b2 ~ O, there exist q, r E B such that bl = qb= + r where r = 0 or 
8(r)<8(b=). 
3) 8(b)= 807); b e B. 
4) 8(al + a2) <~ max (8(al), 8(a2)) for all aa, a2 E A with a~ + az ~ O. 
If a E GL2(B) is any hermitian matrix with determinant A, then a - ,g  o). In 
particular, any 2 x 2 hermitian matrix of determinant 1 is equivalent under ~ to the 
identity matrix. 
Proof. Let a=(~)EGL2(B)  with a, dEA,  bEB and let deta=h.  Let 
m(a)= min(6(a) ,  B(b), 8(d)). (We have the convention that 8(0)= ~.) We first 
show that if ad~O, then m(a)=min(8(a) ,8 (d) ) .  Suppose ad~O and 
m(a)~min(8(a) ,8 (d) ) .  Then, we have m(a)=B(b)<min(8(a) ,8 (d) )  and 
8(ad)= 8(a)+ 8(d)> 8(b)+ 8(5)= 8(b/~'). However, 8(ad) = 8()t + bG)~< 
max (8 (A), 8 (bb)) (s ince)t + bb = ad ~ 0), = 8 (b/~), since 8 ()t) = 0. This is a 
contradiction, which proves that if ad~O, then m(a)= min(8(a),  8(d)). 
We prove the proposition by induction on m (a). Let m (a )= 0. Then, either 
ad = 0 in which case b ~ U(B) or ad~O and m(a)= min(8(a) ,8(d)) .  Suppose 
first that ad = 0. Replacing a if necessary by fi'au, where u = (o o~), we may 
I -b- 1(1+d/2) assume that a=0.  Let u ~,-d/2 ~,). Then, detu=-2E  U(A)  and 
c~ -1  (det u)-~ usa '  = g 0). Suppose next that ad ~ O. Replacing a again, if neces- 
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sary, by a'au, where u = (°1 ~), we assume that m(a)  = 8(d) = 0, i.e. d E U(A) .  
-bd-1 Let u = (~ ~-, ). Then, detu  = Ad- l~  U(A)  and a -  ~(detu)-luaa '= (~o). 
Let re (a )>0.  Then, clearly ad~ O. Replacing a, if necessary, by a't~u, with 
u- - (_o ~), we assume that m(t~)= 8(d). Let b = qd + b~, with b~ =0 or 8 (b0< 
8(d). Let u = (~ -~) and a ~ = uaa'= (~i ~'). Then, deta  ~ = deta  and a '~,  a. Also, 
since re (a )>0,  d~ U(A)  and hence b~#0.  We have m(a~)<-8(bO<6(d)  = 
m(o~). By inductive assumption, a~(o  ~ o). 
Corollary 4.2. Let B be as in Proposition 4.1. Then the map det " ~1___~ U(A ) given 
by [a]  ~, det a is a bijection, the inverse map being given by A ~ (~ o). Thus ~(1)  and 
hence also ~2(1) and ~(1)  all reduce to the class of the identity. 
Corollary 4.3. Let B be as above. I f  the map f f  ---~ H~(G, U(B))  is trivial, then any 
projective A-module P with [P] ~ P~(A ) is free. 
5. Projective modules over some algebras of dimension 1 
Let R be a real field, i.e. - 1 is not a sum of squares in R. Let C = R(i) with 
i z = - 1. The R-a lgebra automorphism o" : C ~ C given by i ~ - i is an involution 
on C for which the fixed ring is R. The ring C[j] defined in Section 1 is the algebra 
H of quaternions over R generated by i and j with the relations i s= j2= _ 1, 
i j+ j i=0 .  Let A be a commutative R-algebra and B = C®~A. We have the 
involution o-® 1 on B for which the fixed ring is A. The ring B [j] can be identified 
with H®RA. The extension B/A  is clearly Galois so that we can apply the results 
of the earlier sections to this particular situation. Theorem 3.3 implies, in particular, 
the following result, which was proved in [3, Proposition 2.1]. 
Theorem 5.1. Let R be a real field, C = R ('X/--L--I). Let A be a commutative 
R-algebra and B = C®RA, A = H®RA. Let U(B)= C*. Then the set P~(A) of 
isomorphism classes of projective A -modules P with C ®~ P free of rank 1 over M2(B ) 
is in bijection with the set ~+(1) of equivalence classes of 2 x 2 hermitian matrices 
over B of determinant 1, the equivalence being given by a ~ -Z ~ 3A ~ U(A ), 
u ~ GL2(B) with fl = A~'au. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.3, we need only observe that U(B)  = C* implies that 
H' (G ,  U(B))  = H'(G, C*)= (1). 
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a supplemented R-algebra such that B = C ®RA has a 
Euclidean function 8 satisfying the conditions of Proposition 4.1. I f  the map 
det" .~---~ HI(G, U(B))  is trivial, then H®RA is a principal ideal ring. 
Proof. Since H is central simple over R, it follows it follws that A = H®RA is 
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separable over A so that 1. gl. dim H®rA <~ g ld imA = 1. Hence every left ideal of 
A is projective. Let 9~ be any left ideal of A. By [3, Proposition 1.1], it follows that 
C®r  92 is free over M2(B) with rank s for some s/> 1. Since rkAA = 4 and 92 C A, 
we have, rk~ 9~ ~<4. But, rkA 92 = rkBC®92 = 4s, so that s = 1. Thus [92] E P~(A). 
By Proposition 4.1, 92 is free and hence principal. 
We apply the above proposition to the following example. 
Proposition 5.3. The ring IH[X, Y]I(X2 + y2_  1) is a left principal ideal ring. 
Proof. Let B=C[x ,y ] / (X2+ Y2-1) .  We need only show that 1) the map 
f~---> H~(G, U(B)) is trivial, 2) there exists a Euclidean function ~ on B satisfying 
the conditions of Proposition 4.1. We have an isomorphism 0 : C [t, t-l]---> B given 
by t ~ x + iy, where x and y denote respectively the classes of X and Y in B. The 
involution on B transforms, through this isomorphism, to the involution ~- on 
C [t, t-'] given by r /C = tr, r(t)  = t -~. We therefore replace B by C [t, t-'] with the 
involution defined above. Any unit of C [t, t-'] is of the form At", A E C*, n E 7. If 
G is the group {1, ~'}, then it is clear that H2(G, U(C [t, t-'J)) is the group with two 
elements, namely [1] and [t]. Hence our first statement follows from the following 
Lemma 5.4. There does not exist any 2 x 2 matrix ot over C[t, t -~] such that 
a&a-' = a -1 and det ~ = t (where bar denotes the effect of ~" and a = ~ -~)). 
Proof. Let, if possible, a = (~g)E GL2(C[t, t-l]) be such that afta -~= a -~ and 
det a = t. Then A = t£, 8 = tg, /z = t~ and A8 = t +/~v = t(1 + y~). The condition 
A = t,~ implies that A is of the form t-"f(t) where f ( t )= ao+ a~ +. . .  + a,t"+ 
a,t"+' + .. • + ti0t2"÷~; n ~ Z +, a, E C. The polynomial f(t)  is such that if f (y )  = 0, 
then f (~- l )  = 0 for y C C*. Since degree of f is odd, there exists x E C such that 
x£ = 1 and f (x )= 0. Treating elements of C[t, t-'] as functions on C*, we have 
AS(x)=0 with Ix l =1. On the other hand t ( l+v~)(x )= x ( l+v(x ) .v (x ) )~0.  
This contradicts the equation A8 = t(1 + v~). 
We now define a function 8 :C[t,t-~]-(O)-->Z + by setting 8(t" f ( t ) )=degf ,  
where n E Z and f ~ C[t] with f (0 )~ 0. It is easily verified that 8 satisfies the 
conditions of Proposition 4.1. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.3. 
Remark.  We note that the rings IH[X,Y]I(X2+ Y2-1)  and IH[t,t -~] are not 
isomorphic, since their centres [R[X,Y]/(X2+ Y~- I )  and IR[t,t -~] are not 
isomorphic. 
We conclude this section by giving an example to show that over an arbitrary 
R-algebra A which is Dedekind, there may exist 2x  2-invertible hermitian 
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matrices of determinant 1 over C®A which are not equivalent o the identity 
matrix. 
Let A =~[X,  Y] / (Y2- (X3+ X)) and B =C[X,  Y] / (Y2- (X3+ X)). Since the 
curve y2 = (X 3 + X) is irreducible and non-singular over C, it follows that B is the 
integral closure of C[X] in C(X) [Y ] / (Y  2-  X 3-  X). Hence B is a Dedekind 
domain. We show that U(B) = C*. Let u E U(B). Since B is free over C [X] with 
(1, y) as a basis, (x, y denote the images of X and Y in B) we can write u = fo+ fly 
with fo, f lEC[X] .  If N denotes the norm in the extension B/C[X],  then, 
N(fo + f~y) is a unit in C[X] and hence belongs to C*, i.e. f~ - f~(X 3 + X)  E C*. The 
degree of the polynomial f~ - f~ (X 3 + X) is therefore zero and it follows that fl = 0 
and fo E C*. Since A is the fixed ring of B for the involution 0"®1, it follows that A 
is Dedekind and U(A)=~*.  We next show that U(A)=IH*. If 
ao + a~i + a2j + a3k ~ U(A ), then clearly a~ + a~ + a~ + a~ E U(A ) =~*.  Writing 
a~ = a,o + a~y, a~o, ail E ~[X],  we have ~0~<,,3 a,% + (Xo,,,3 a~,)(X 3+ X)  ~ ~.*. This 
implies that a, E II~ and hence U(A)= IH*. 
Let 93~ denote the maximal ideal of A generated by x and y. Since A is 
Dedekind, ~ is projective. It is easily checked that it is not free. Let P =IH®~I)L 
We first show that C ®~P is free of rank 1 over M2(B). Let ~ denote the maximal 
ideal of B generated by x and y. We have a split exact sequence 
O--~ p l---~ B 2 ~--~ 92-..~ O, 
where r/(1, 0) = x, r/(0, 1) = y. The elements (y, - x) and (1 + x 2, - y) belong to P~ 
and the second projection of B 2 onto B maps P~ isomorphically onto ~. Hence 
92 ~ 92 is isomorphic, as a B-module, to B 2. Under the Morita equivalence between 
the categories modB and modM2(B) [1, p. 69], the B-module 92~92 maps onto 
B2®B 92~B2®B 92, where B 2 is the standard left M2(B)-module, which, in turn, is 
isomorphic to M2(92). Since 922..., B 2 as B-modules, M2(92)-% M2(B) as M2(B)- 
modules. On the other hand, 
C®~P --% C ~(IH®~D~)---% M2( C)®~R--% M2(92)--% M2( B ). 
Thus [P] ~ P~(A ). Since Hi(G, U(B)) is trivial, P defines, in view of Theorem 3.3, 
an equivalence class of a 2 x 2 hermitian matrix of determinant 1. That this class is 
not the class of the identity, follows, in view of Theorem 3.3, from the fact that P is 
not A-free, which, in turn, follows from the following 
Proposition 5.5. Let A be an ff~-algebra such that U(IH®~A)=IH*. Then for any 
finitely generated projective module P over A, if IH ®~P is free of rank 1 over IH ®~A, 
then P is free of rank 1 over A. 
/ 
Proof. Let G be the subgroup of th e group II~-algebra automorphisms of IH 
consisting of 1, Int i, Int j  and Int k. Let P be a projective A-module such that 
IH®~P is free of rank 1 over IH®RA = A. Let ~b :IH®~P--% A be an isomorphism of 
A-modules. The group G operates on IH and hence on A and IH®~P in an obvious 
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manner. For o-E G, the map t(o-)= (o--'®1)o4'oo-®1o4'-1"A--*A is A-linear. 
Let t(o')(1) = f(o-). Then f(o-) is an element of U(A ) = IH* and hence defines a map 
jr. G --> IH*, satisfying 
• e G. 
It is easily verified, using the above relation, that the assignment i ~f( Int i ) i ,  
j H, f( Intj) j  defines an IR-algebra utomorphism of IH. By Skolem-Noether theorem 
there exists c E IH* such that [(o-)= c.  tr(c -I) for all tr E G, i.e., R,.~,,®~),-, =
(o'® 1) -~ o 4' ° tr® 1 o 4'-1, or in other words, the diagram 
R c °~ 
IH~P > IH®,~A  o1.1 .1 
R c *#, 
IH ®,~ P > IH ~A 
is commutative for all o- E G. Since the set of fixed points for G in IH is clearly ~, we 
have an induced A-isomorphism P--%A, i.e. P is A-free. This proves the 
proposition. 
6. Projective modules over some algebras of dimension 2 
It was shown in [4] that there is an infinity of non-isomorphic projective ideals 
in IH IX, Y]. The aim of this concluding section is to show that for some integral 
extensions A of R IX, Y], there exist non-free projective ideals in IH ®,~A. 
Proposition 6.1. Let K be a finite abelian extension of IR (X, Y) with Galois group G. 
Let A be a subring of K integral over I1~ IX, Y] and stable under G. Let U(IH®~A ) = 
IH*. Then, there exist non-[ree projective ideals in IH ~A.  
Proof. Let P be a projective module over IH[X, Y] such that there exists an 
isomorphism 4,'P®r~tx.y]A-%IH®~A of IH®~A-modules. We define a map 
f'G.--->U(IH®~A)=IH*, by setting f(o-)=o'-'o4,oo'@lo4,-~(1) (the group G 
operates on P®~xyjA and IH®~A in an obvious manner). Since G operates 
trivially on II-I*'-*IH~A, the map f" G-->IH* is indeed a homomorphism. If
4,"P®~tx.yjA--~IH@~A is another isomorphism of IH®~A-modules and f'(o-)= 
-1  or o4,'oo'®1o4,'-1(1), then it is easily verified that f ' (o')= c- ' f (o)c,  for every 
o'E G, where c = 4,'o4,-1(1)EIH *. We define an equivalence relation on 
Hom (G, IH*) by setting for g,, g, E Hom(G, IH*), gl - g2 if and only if there exists 
c EIH* such that gl(o')= c-lg~(a)c for all o 'E G. We denote by HI(G, IH *) the 
quotient set Hom (G, IH*) / - .  Let P denote the set of isomorphism classes of 
projective modules over IH [X, Y], which, when tensored with A, become free of 
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rank 1 overlH®~A. We then have a map 0 : P----> HI(G, IH*), given by [P] ,-, [f]. A 
routine checking, using the fact that A ~ -- IR[X, Y], shows that O is injective. Since 
there exist infinitely many isomorphism classes of projective ideals in IH [X, Y], our 
proposition will be proved, provided, we show that HI(G, IH*) is finite. This follows 
from the following 
Lemma 6~2. Let G be a finite abelian group. Then, the set of classes of 
hornomorphisms f : G ---* IH* under the equivalence defined by f ~ g if and only if 
::lc E IH* such that [(tr)= cg(tr)c -1 for all o" E G, is finite. 
Proof. We first remark that there are only finitely many homomorphisms 
f~ : G ---~ IH*, 1 ~ i ~< r, with f (G)  C(:. This follows from the fact that for any n E Z +, 
the number of elements in C* of order ~< n is finite. Let now f :  G---*IH* be any 
homomorphism and let Fr denote the IR-subalgebra of IH generated by [(G). Since 
G is abelian, Ff is a commutative field containing IR, so that Ff = ~ or is isomorphic 
to •. If Ff = ~, then f (G) CC*, so that f = f~ some i. Suppose Ff is isomorphic to C. 
By Skolem-Noether theorem, there exists x EIH* such that xFfx -1= C.. Then 
clearly f - f~, where fj :G  ~ C* is given by )~(o-)= xf(o')x -~. 
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